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Abstract
This article examines the practice of Ta’zir, a form of discretionary punishment, within the context of Islamic boarding schools. Ta’zir holds a significant place in Islamic jurisprudence, allowing authorities to determine penalties for offenses not explicitly addressed in religious texts. However, the application of Ta’zir has raised concerns, particularly in the context of Islamic boarding schools, where traditional practices intersect with modern notions of human rights. Drawing upon a multi-disciplinary approach, this study delves into the historical, cultural, and religious aspects of Ta’zir, elucidating its evolution from its inception to its current manifestations within Islamic boarding schools. By analyzing primary sources, legal texts, and case studies, the article underscores the diverse interpretations of Ta’zir and its malleability in adapting to contemporary circumstances. Furthermore, the article critically evaluates the potential conflicts between the traditional practice of Ta’zir and international human rights standards. It examines instances where Ta’zir punishments might be perceived as infringing upon human dignity, bodily integrity, and freedom from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. The study also explores the role of Islamic boarding schools in shaping and perpetuating these practices, considering the interplay between religious education, discipline, and the protection of children's rights. The findings of this research reveal a complex landscape where tradition clashes with modern sensibilities. The article advocates for a nuanced dialogue between religious scholars, educators, and human rights advocates to strike a balance between preserving cultural heritage and upholding universally recognized human rights. It highlights the importance of reinterpretation and contextualization of Ta’zir in line with the principles of justice, mercy, and human dignity as emphasized within Islamic teachings. In conclusion, this article contributes to the ongoing discourse on the compatibility of traditional Islamic practices with contemporary human rights frameworks. It calls for a thoughtful reevaluation of Ta’zir within Islamic boarding schools, promoting an inclusive approach that safeguards both religious heritage and fundamental human rights.
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Introduction

The pondok pesantren education system has become one of the most essential institutions in Muslim societies worldwide.¹ Pesantren not only functions as a place of religious education, but also as a place to maintain and continue the Islamic tradition.² In the context of pesantren education, the concept of ta'zir (discretionary punishment) has a significant role in maintaining discipline and order.³ Ta'zir refers to the punishment Islamic authorities give for offenses not explicitly regulated in religious texts. However, the practice of ta'zir in the context of pesantren education has also raised various debates and controversies. When traditional Islamic traditions and values intersect with modern human rights norms, questions arise about how ta'zir conforms to internationally recognized human rights standards.⁴ The practice of ta'zir in pesantren often faces criticism regarding violating human rights, such as human dignity, physical integrity, and protection from cruel treatment.

Therefore, this study examines three crucial issues in the educational process in Islamic boarding schools. The first issue is the tradition of punishment (ta'zīr), the second is the conception of punishment (ta'zīr), and the third is the issue of punishment (ta'zīr) associated with human rights violations (from now on abbreviated as human rights). This research is vital for several reasons. First, some time ago, Islamic boarding schools were in the spotlight and the public with the death of one of the students in several Islamic boarding schools. The most encouraging case is the death of one of the students from the Gontor boarding school, Ponorogo.⁵ Second, it must be recognized that the pesantren tradition still applies punishment (ta'zīr) in the context of its learning process. Punishment (ta'zīr) in pesantren is generally for education (il'tadiīb).⁶ Third, punishment (ta'zīr) implemented in Islamic boarding schools can potentially cause human rights violations. In other words, boarding schools that apply punishment (ta'zīr) can potentially be charged with human rights laws.⁷

The first issue concerns the tradition of punishment (ta'zīr) in Islamic boarding schools. As the oldest educational institution in Indonesia, Islamic boarding schools have unique values in their daily lives. Both in the context of the educational process, the relationship between students-teachers/kiai, and other values. These traditions until now continue to be maintained and are often institutionalized in a system.⁸ Moreover, traditions that are considered reasonable by the pesantren

---

will be maintained. The jargon "al Muhfāḍu 'alal Qādiīm Shālih wal Jaddu bil Jadiīdil Ashlah" is felt in this context. Although actually, the pesantren is more about "al Muhfāḍu 'alal Qādiīm" than "al Jaddu bil Jadiīdil Ashlah." One of the things that is maintained, maintained, and even institutionalized is the tradition of punishment (ta’zīr) itself.

The tradition of punishment (ta’zīr) in Islamic boarding schools was originally not something written, let alone institutionalized. In the context of the oldest boarding schools in Indonesia, both traditional and modern boarding schools, the tradition of punishment (ta’zīr), in the opinion of researchers, was born along with the culture that developed in the boarding school.9 Because the kiai in the past, when building pesantren, never thought of formalistic rules. Kiai used to build pesantren with the nature of mukhlisi and with total submission to Allah SWT. The process of everything goes naturally. In developing the boarding school, the Kiai did not develop a strategic plan (ras tra), vision-mission, or other written concepts, as modern educational institutions did.

If there are students who violate; usually Kiai himself will punish the students. Generally, by looking very unique. For example, the case of a student violation at Pondok Pesantren Lirboyo, Kota, Kediri, around 1960. The story is that some students go outside the boarding school every night to see art performances in the city. At that time it was still quiet and there was no electricity. Early in the morning, the santri usually returned to the boarding school. KH Marzuki Dahlan, the caretaker of the Lirboyo Islamic Boarding School at that time, knew about the student’s offense after studying the movements of the offending students, KH. Marzuki Dahlan finally put the writing under the Mosque drum, because the offending students usually sleep under the drum when returning to the hut. Surprisingly, the student who returned late at night after a night out from the hut was shocked when he woke up. He found an inscription on a piece of paper attached to the end of the Beduk. The writing reads "Kula mboten remen santri ingken miyos". After that incident, the offending student finally stopped and regretted his actions.10

The second issue relates to the concept of punishment (ta’zīr) in Islamic boarding schools. The concept of punishment (ta’zīr) is an integral part of the educational process in pesantren. In general, in Islamic boarding schools, the term ta’zīr is used to refer to punishment. The choice of the word ta’zīr to refer to punishment in pesantren is more because pesantren teach more fiqhiyah aspects. Ta’zīr itself is a fiqh term. However, the implementation of punishment (ta’zīr) in pesantren, besides using fiqh standards, also cannot be separated from the elements of Sufism. In some Islamic boarding schools, when santri violates, which is considered severe violations, the administrators who will impose a punishment (ta’zīr) first visit the masyāāikh. After getting the blessing and direction from the masyāāikh, only the administrator appointed as the punisher will take the punishment (ta’zīr) step.11

The third issue concerns implementing punishment (ta’zīr) in Islamic boarding schools from a human rights perspective. In the context of the Indonesian nation, child protection is the main thing concerning human rights. The 1945 Constitution, as Indonesia’s highest hierarchy of legislation, has mentioned protection from violence. Article 28B paragraph (2).12 Furthermore,

---

Law No. 39/1999 on Human Rights states: Article 58 paragraph (1). Article 28 B Paragraph (2) states that every child has the right to protection from violence and discrimination. It is also supported in article 58, paragraph (1), which states that "every child has the right to protection from all forms of physical or mental violence ..." These two articles are explicitly about child protection, including in this case in educational institutions. More specifically, it also means that every child/student studying at the boarding school must receive protection from all forms of physical or mental violence while under the supervision of the Ustadz or Kiai.

It is understood from the articles above that in educational institutions, including boarding schools, santri children must receive protection from acts of violence. Problems will arise when students violate the rules. How is the authority of the teacher/ustadz/kiai to carry out physical punishment (ta'ziīr) aimed at educating (lī'atdiīb)? What limits can punishment (ta'ziīr) be implemented in Islamic educational institutions? What kind of punishment can be considered "violence," both physical and mental? Furthermore, there are many other questions.

This research aims to provide a starting point on the discourse of punishment (ta'ziīr) that runs even as a modified tradition. Even punishment (ta'ziīr) is modified and institutionalized into a 'law' product in Islamic boarding schools. In fact, in some pesantren, the institutionalized punishment (ta'ziīr) is considered 'sacred' because it is the result of the istikharah of the founder of the pesantren. However, for the issues raised in this research to be focused and directed, this research is limited to several main things. In the concept of punishment (ta'ziīr) in the context of the discussion in this research, researchers examine a lot of authoritative sources used in Islamic boarding schools (yellow Islamic classic books) but more on fiqhiyah. Because talking about the concept of punishment (ta'ziīr) will discuss the form of punishment (ta'ziīr), limits, and other fiqhiyah rules, in other words, researchers do not examine this aspect of the concept of punishment (ta'ziīr) from the psychological side as an application.

Regarding punishment (ta'ziīr) concerning human rights, researchers limit human rights as a perspective. It means that the portraits of the implementation of punishment (ta'ziīr) that have occurred in Islamic boarding schools (researchers have taken a lot from other people's research) will be seen from the perspective of human rights. So a theoretical discussion will be formed between field research related to implementing punishment (ta'ziīr) in Islamic boarding schools from the perspective of human rights itself.

The debate around human rights violations is becoming increasingly complex in the context of the relationship between pesantren and ta'zīr. Along with developing a global society that is increasingly aware of individual rights, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth evaluation of ta'zīr practices in pesantren to remain relevant in a modern context that respects human rights. Against this background, this scientific article aims to contribute to the ongoing discussion on harmonizing Islamic traditions and human rights standards in pesantren education. Through this research, a deeper understanding of how ta'zīr can be re-understood and contextualized to follow religious values and globally recognized human rights principles will emerge.

Method

This study uses a literature research method with a qualitative approach to investigate the concept of ta’zir in the context of pesantren education. Reference collection was done through careful selection of relevant primary and secondary sources. Primary references include the book of *Ihya’ Ulum al-Din,* Tarbiyat al-Anlad fil Islam, and *Nihayat al-Zain.* Meanwhile, secondary references were obtained through online journals that are relevant to the research topic. After collecting the references, data analysis was conducted using the following steps:

1. Symbolic Analysis: This stage involves reading the text symbolically to identify texts related to ta’zir in various sources. The researcher conducted a search through various sections such as chapters, sub-chapters, and sub-chapters related to punishment (ta’zir).

2. Semantic Analysis: The next stage is semantic analysis after the texts related to ta’zir are identified through symbolic analysis. Semantic analysis was conducted to deepen it more substantially. The researcher sorted out the texts related to ta’zir and re-transcribed them directly or indirectly.

This research method allows researchers to better understand the concept of ta’zir in the context of pesantren. With a qualitative approach and a more focused analysis, this research can provide a more accurate insight into the views and practices of ta’zir in the pesantren education environment.

Result and Discussion

*Tradition of Punishment (Ta’zir) in Islamic Boarding Schools*

Fiqh books, such as Sheikh Nawawi al Bantani, define ta’zir as a punishment for committing a sin for which there is no hadd and expiation according to the general level. In line with Sheikh Nawawi al Bantani, Imam Mawardi also defines punishment (ta’zir) with a relatively similar understanding. This definition also seems to be quoted by Abdullah Nasih Ulwan, a popular educational figure whose work *"Tarbiyatul Aulaād Fiī al Islaām"* is used as a reference for research on education. From this fiqh definition, it means that punishment (ta’zir) is a punishment given to someone for committing an offense (maksiat) where the offense is still under had. In the context of education in pesantren, it means that punishment (ta’zir) is a punishment given to students who violate boarding school regulations, and these violations are still related to normative actions, not significant crimes. Because if the violation is already related to major crimes, in general, the pesantren will expel the party who committed the offense.

The tradition of punishment (ta’zir) practiced in old Islamic boarding schools, in general, has been going on for a long time. Because pesantren consider punishment (ta’zir) as an inseparable part of education. Some research on punishment (ta’zir) in pesantren such as research on Lailatus

---

Explicitly punishment (ta'ziir) in pesantren had become a kind of culture but never mentioned when the tradition of punishment (ta'ziir) existed. However, as mentioned earlier, the researcher believes that the tradition of punishment (ta'ziir) in Islamic boarding schools goes hand in hand with the history of establishing the Islamic boarding school itself. It is supported by the fact that Islamic boarding schools consider punishment (ta'ziir) as an inseparable part of education.

The tradition of punishment (ta'ziir) that applies in Islamic boarding schools differs from one another, both the form of punishment (ta'ziir) and its implementation. The forms of punishment (ta'ziir) that are usually carried out are reprimand and advice, educational punishment and administrative punishment, social punishment, material punishment, and physical punishment. In addition, there are also punishments in the form of baldness, push-ups, and other physical punishments. These punishments depend on the culture of the pesantren.

**Conception of Punishment (Ta’ziir) in Islamic Boarding Schools**

Islamic boarding schools, as a place of *tafaqqoh fiddin* with yellow classical books as the primary source of learning, of course, in the conception of punishment (ta’ziir), also always refer to the source that is considered the most authoritative. In this case, it seems that the conception of punishment (ta’ziir) in Islamic boarding schools refers to the book *al-Tasri’ al-Janani Fi al-Islam* by Ali al Jumuah, Quratul Ain by Ismail Zain, Ihya ulumuddin Kaya al Ghazali and *Adabul alim wal mutalim* by KH. Hasyim Asyari. Ali al Jumuah, for example, argues that there are three components of the student being subject to punishment (ta’ziir). First, the student commits a mistake with a Shari’ah order, secondly commits a mistake prohibiting Shari’ah, and third a mistake related to *mashlahal-‘ammah*. This shows that the punishment (ta’ziir) carried out must indeed be a mistake by the santri, not based on revenge or emotion alone.

Furthermore, al Ghazali also recommends that punishment (ta’ziir) must be in accordance with social conditions, there is a maximum limit, and most importantly if the provision of punishment (ta’ziir) "light category" has caused a deterrent effect, then the provision of punishment (ta’ziir) "heavy category" should not be done. Imam al Ghazali’s view shows that punishment (ta’ziir) in the sense of giving physical punishment must be really careful and it is the last resort after several efforts have been made. In fact, al Ghazali still gave the message "in accordance with social conditions". This means that if the tradition does not apply corporal punishment, then corporal punishment should not be carried out. The statement of al Ghazali is reinforced by other Shafiyah scholars who said that it is permissible to carry out punishment (ta’ziir) based on goodness. If, according to the muazzar (teacher), the implementation of ta’ziir brings maslahah, then the

---

Implementation of punishment (ta’ziīr) may be carried out. This also means that the consideration of harm becomes the main thing in the decision-making process of punishment (ta’ziīr).

If indeed punishment (ta’ziīr) must be given in the form of beating, the scholars gave conditions, namely: said that the punishment should not use harmful tools, does not feel deterrent if it is just scary, and gives a deterrent effect. In addition, other scholars also said that if the punishment (ta’ziīr) is in the form of beating, then it is required: it has become a tradition of punishment, not painful (ghairu mubarrah), not on the face or vital parts of the body, not to break the bones. The scholars’ explanations make it very clear that even though Islamic boarding schools apply punishment (ta’ziīr) in their educational process, they must be careful because some rules and limits must be implemented. This information also indicates that implementing punishment in Islamic boarding schools concerning educational processes has Sharia legitimacy.

Implementation of Punishment (Ta’ziīr) from the Human Rights Perspective

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, child protection is very important and is related to human rights. In Article 28B Paragraph (2), Article 58 of Law No. 39 on Human Rights (1), article of 66 (1). Even MPR Decree No. XVII/MP/1998 on Human Rights after detailing several human rights, which among others, Article 37 states that the right to life, the right not to be tortured, the right to freedom of thought and conscience, the right to religion, the right not to be enslaved, the right to be recognized as a person before the law, and the right not to be prosecuted based on retroactive laws are human rights that cannot be reduced under any circumstances (non-derogable), furthermore in Article 40 determines that vulnerable groups of society, such as children and people experiencing poverty, are entitled to more protection of their human rights. The above articles in the Constitution, Human Rights Law and MPR Decree explicitly mention the protection of children from violence. This means that violence in any form should not occur.

Children's rights in their position as students about human rights are stated in various laws. First of all, Law No. 20/2003 on the National Education System, which states in Article 3 that national education functions to develop the ability and shape the character and civilization of a dignified nation in order to educate the nation's life, aims to develop the potential of students to become human beings who believe and are devoted to God Almighty, have a noble character, are healthy, knowledgeable, capable, creative, independent, and become democratic and responsible citizens. To achieve these functions and objectives, one of the principles of education, according to Article 4 paragraph (1) of the National Education System Law, is that education is organized in

29 Ismail Zain, Quratal ‘Ain (Surabaya: Maktabah al Hidayah, n.d.), 96.
a democratic and equitable, and non-discriminatory manner by upholding human rights, religious values, cultural values, and national diversity. This principle of organizing education mentions human rights as something that needs to be upheld. This article confirms that human rights must also guide the national education system.36

Therefore, not a few also strictly prohibit the use of punishment (ta’zīr) with violence in Islamic boarding schools because it has the potential to violate human rights.37 However, the question here is what form of punishment (ta’zīr) violence is considered to violate human rights? To what extent is the teacher’s authority in relation to the process of educating children allowed? What impact occurs if educational institutions are not allowed to use physical punishment (ta’zīr)? What is the mentality of students when they violate the rules and are only reprimanded? Of course, these studies need to continue.

Only a few things are taken into consideration why punishment (ta’zīr) in Islamic boarding schools can still be carried out even though there is a Human Rights Law that could potentially ensnare the teacher. In other words, implementing punishment (ta’zīr) has several things to consider. First, the pesantren community must realize that punishment (ta’zīr) is only a method of various methods concerning education. Second, if carrying out punishment (ta’zīr) is necessary, then meshlahat considerations are always prioritized. Third, punishment (ta’zīr) must be carried out with small things first, such as reprimands, unflattering facial expressions, and other verbals. If this reprimand has been effective, it is not permissible to carry out harsh punishment (ta’zīr) again. Fourth, if physical punishment (ta’zīr) is required, then it should not be to the point of injuring; it should not be on the face and physical parts that are harmful (vital) and should not be harmful (ghairu mubararah).38

Suppose Islamic boarding schools apply punishment (ta’zīr) with a foundation that consistently refers to scholars in the yellow book. In that case, there will be no human rights violations, as often alleged. Because the state also still provides opportunities for teachers to carry out disciplinary actions in the form of the use of physical punishment (ta’zīr) as in the Supreme Court (MA) of the Republic of Indonesia, which until now still recognizes the right to educate/discipline in the form of the teacher’s right to give physical punishment (ta’zīr). Of course, any physical punishment (ta’zīr) must also adjust to social conditions and rules made by scholars for educational and benefit purposes.

Discussion

All large Islamic boarding schools spread across the country still consider that punishment (ta’zīr) in Islamic boarding schools is an integral part of education. Because punishment (ta’zīr) also gets legitimacy from the Qur’an and al-Hadith.39 Although not the core of education, punishment (ta’zīr) is essential to the educational process. Moreover, boarding schools with

thousands of students with various characters, cultural backgrounds, traditional backgrounds, and family backgrounds with different purposes for boarding; some are aimed at seeking knowledge, some are because their parents at home are unable to take care of them because they are naughty, etc., so they are handed over to boarding schools. The hope is that after returning from the pesantren, they can become good children according to their parent’s expectations.

Some educational institutions and parents still consider punishment (ta’ziīr) an integral part of education. Such as research conducted by Jitka Jakešová and Silvie Slezáková, Stan Emil Costică, Jun Qian. Of course, some studies come to negative conclusions about punishment (ta’ziīr) applied to children, such as Nyan Linn's study, Deepak Kumar, and Andrea Baroncelli. The differences between researchers in the world are natural. There are many factors that influence research. However, in the Indonesian context, many parents still entrust their children’s education to Islamic boarding schools. Although times have evolved and educational options are increasingly varied, many parents still consider boarding schools to be an adequate place to shape their children’s character and religion.

Thus pesantren plays a vital role in educating the younger generation. Pesantren has a comprehensive approach to education, covering various aspects of life, from religious understanding, prayer worship, and formal education, to skills and character development. Thousands of students living in pesantren are given a holistic education with the hope that they will become individuals who are noble, knowledgeable, and contribute positively to society. However, as is the case anywhere, not all santri in pesantren are always obedient to the rules set. They are individuals who have diverse backgrounds, beliefs, and views. In the face of this variation, pesantren must find effective ways to maintain discipline and shape character, including using punishment (ta'ziir) as an educational tool. It is important to note that applying punishment (ta'ziir) in pesantren is not unilateral or sudden. It is part of a complex and planned educational process.

Before applying punishment, pesantren usually have to take a series of actions, such as giving warnings, giving advice, and providing opportunities for santri to improve their behavior. Understanding the offense's background and context is also required before punishment is imposed.49 With this approach, the application of punishment (ta'zīr) in pesantren upholds educational values that understand individual complexity and provide opportunities for improvement. Thus, applying punishment (ta'zīr) in pesantren is not merely a spontaneous action but is the last step in an educational process to form good character and awareness of responsibility. It reflects pesantren's commitment to creating a holistic educational environment, which teaches religious knowledge and helps santri become responsible and ethical individuals.

Several considerations support the application of punishment (ta'zīr) in pesantren, despite the potential conflict with the Human Rights Law that may lead to legal consequences for the teachers involved. In other words, pesantren consider several vital factors in carrying out punishment (ta'zīr). First, the pesantren community needs to realize that punishment (ta'zīr) is just one of the various methods involved in the educational process. Second, if punishment (ta'zīr) must be applied, then consideration of the benefit must always be a priority. Third, applying punishment (ta'zīr) starts with lighter measures, such as reprimands, inappropriate facial expressions, and other verbal communication. If these measures are compelling enough, harsher measures should not be continued. Fourth, in cases where physical action is required as punishment (ta'zīr), it must be guaranteed that the action does not result in injury, especially to the face and vital body parts, and does not cause serious harm (ghairu mubararah).

Suppose the boarding school consistently implements punishment (ta'zīr) based on the guidelines outlined by the ulama in the yellow book. The possibility of often-posed human rights violations will not be realized in that case. In the legal context in Indonesia, the space for teachers or educators to carry out disciplinary actions through physical punishment (ta'zīr) is still accepted, according to the recognition of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia.50 However, it is essential to remember that the application of punishment (ta'zīr) in this physical form must always be adjusted to the existing social conditions and the guidelines produced by scholars in various yellow books that are accepted among pesantren.

Physical punishment (ta'zīr), like other forms of discipline, must be regulated and directed wisely. Teachers' use of physical punishment should be done responsibly, considering sensitive points such as not injuring, avoiding vital areas such as the face, and avoiding severe risks. The importance of applying punishment (ta'zīr) wisely lies in understanding that it aims to create a safe and educational environment that respects every individual's human rights. In this view, punishment (ta'zīr) has a role in shaping character and ethics and directing santri towards benefit and positive development. Therefore, the quality of guidance from scholars and a good understanding from educators are essential to ensure that the application of punishment (ta'zīr) remains by religious values, human rights principles, and holistic educational goals.


Conclusion

The finding of this study is that implementing punishment (ta'ziīr) in Islamic boarding schools is an element that is inevitably involved in the educational process. Punishment (ta'ziīr) has an essential place in the pesantren education tradition. However, it must be recognized that other alternatives regarding the use of punishment (ta'ziīr) in physical form must be considered wisely. The principles that need to be followed in the application of punishment (ta'ziīr) in Islamic boarding schools include: first, punishment (ta'ziīr) should start with lighter measures such as reprimands; second, if physical punishment (ta'ziīr) is necessary, limits must be respected, including not being applied to the face, vital body areas, or seriously harmful actions (ghairu mubarrarah). It is important to remember that the concept of human rights has a supervisory role so that the application of punishment (ta'ziīr) remains in line with human values.

Nonetheless, in Indonesia, the Supreme Court still recognizes that teachers have the authority to administer physical punishment (ta'ziīr) as part of an educational action. In order to maintain a balance between traditional values and human rights principles, pesantren need to continue to consider and reflect on the educational approach taken. This effort needs to be done by considering the guidelines of scholars, applicable laws, and educational goals that focus on the benefit and character development of santri. Thus, implementing punishment (ta'ziīr) in Islamic boarding schools can remain relevant and provide optimal benefits in shaping the character and progress of students.

The findings of this research reveal a complex landscape where tradition clashes with modern sensibilities. The article advocates for a nuanced dialogue between religious scholars, educators, and human rights advocates to strike a balance between preserving cultural heritage and upholding universally recognized human rights. It highlights the importance of reinterpretation and contextualization of Ta'zir in line with the principles of justice, mercy, and human dignity as emphasized within Islamic teachings. In conclusion, this article contributes to the ongoing discourse on the compatibility of traditional Islamic practices with contemporary human rights frameworks. It calls for a thoughtful reevaluation of Ta'zir within Islamic boarding schools, promoting an inclusive approach that safeguards both religious heritage and fundamental human rights.
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